This work presents a new numerical solution approach to nonlinear constrained optimization problems based on a gradient flow reformulation. The proposed solution schemes use self-tuning penalty parameters where the updating of the penalty parameter is directly embedded in the system of ODEs used in the reformulation, and its growth rate is linked to the violation of the constraints and variable bounds. The convergence properties of these schemes are analyzed, and it is shown that they converge to a local minimum asymptotically. Numerical experiments using a set of test problems, ranging from a few to several hundred variables, show that the proposed schemes are robust and converge to feasible points and local minima. Moreover, results suggest that the GF formulations were able to find the optimal solution to problems where conventional NLP solvers fail, and in less integration steps and time compared to a previously reported GF formulation.
where x ∈ R n , f (x) : R n → R 1 . This approach creates a smooth trajectory that might offer an 25 advantage for highly nonlinear problems compared with the conventional optimization techniques 26 which take finite steps along line-search directions. For the latter, finding a suitable step-size can be 27 difficult when the optimization function is non-quadratic and has large third derivatives, resulting 28 in a slow progress towards the solution due to the smalls steps required [14] .
29
Another interesting feature of GF methods is the possibility of using state-of-the-art integration 30 software to find the solution of optimization problems. This approximation for the solution of 31 unconstrained problems can be traced to the work of Botsaris [15] . In the following decades, efforts
32
were made to reach a competitive level in terms of computational time and iterations compared 33 to conventional methods, with a summary found in Brown and Bartholomew-Biggs [14] . The 34 application of GF methods was further extended by introducing new formulations that were able
35
to cope with constrained nonlinear problems [16, 17, 18, 19] . The constraints of the NLP problem
36
(h(x)) are incorporated to the objective function (f (x)) with a penalty scheme in order for GF 37 methods to be employed, with one of the major issues being the updating of the penalty parameters 38 utilized. For an optimization problem with equality constraints only, Tanabe [20] proposed the 39 following Gradient Flow formulation:
where ∇ x f (x) and J(x) represents the gradient of the objective function with respect to the opti-41 mization variables and the Jacobian matrix, respectively. Equation 2 is a direct generalization of
The minimization of the following standard constrained NLP is considered:
subject to: s stands for standard, as this problem will be converted to a penalized version were the subscripts 76 will be dropped to simplify the notation. This problem is converted to a penalty function minimiza-77 tion, using a quadratic penalty scheme and standard transformations. Inequality constraints are 78 converted to equalities via the use of squared slack variables as follows. First, inequality constraints 79 are converted to equality constraints using the following transformation:
where w ∈ R m2 .
81
Variables bounds are transformed to equalities, by using the following equations:
where s L , s U ∈ R ns . The equality constraints defined by equations 6 to 8 and the original constraints, f (x) (9) subject to:
with the Lagrangian of the problem defined by:
A pair of points (x * , λ * ) is said to be a stationary point of equation 10 if the following first order 88 necessary conditions (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, KKT) are satisfied:
where ∇ x f (x * ) is the gradient vector of the objective function (n × 1 rows and columns), h(x) the then x * is a strict local solution of 9 . In the following, it will be assumed that problem 9 show this 96 properties.
97
Using a penalty function, the problem defined by equation 9 can be stated as:
where M is a positive penalty parameter. This is a classical approach used to solve the original NLP 99 problem that is notorious for yielding badly conditioned unconstrained problems for conventional 100 NLP solvers as M is increased [25] .
101
In the following section, a gradient flow method with a novel self-tuning scheme for updating the value of the penalty parameter is presented.
A gradient flow formulation for constrained NLP problems

104
Considering the approach for the solution of unconstrained NLP problems represented by equa-105 tion 1, the unconstrained formulation of the originally constrained NLP (equation 9) can be written
106
as the following set of coupled ODEs:
where 0 ≤ t ≤ +∞.
108
In order for this scheme to be successful, the updating of the penalty parameter needs to be 109 embedded in a coupled way within the GF scheme and the value of the penalty parameter can be 110 linked to the constraint norm. Thus, considering a κ > 0 the value of the penalty can be formulated
On the other hand, by considering a simple updating scheme according to the original penalty-multiplier approach (Hestenes method) [26] , following the minimization at any iteration (k), if
with 0 < γ < 1, e.g. γ = 0.25, then the penalty parameter is increased by
To derive a continuous variant, suitable for embedding in a GF methodology,
116
the following algebraic steps are considered:
with (κ − 1) > 0 and by renaming (κ − 1) → α > 1 in the limit it can be obtained that
The scheme should allow the possibility of not increasing the penalty parameter if sufficient 119 progress towards feasibility is made, so that the formulations in equations (15) and (18) may be 120 combined as
with 0 ≤ t ≤ +∞. The parameter β can take any positive value, or be set to zero, however some 126 considerations are required. Since, the term M β was included to act as an acceleration parameter 127 of the trajectory of M (t), it is convenient to analyze the behavior of the following equation 
When β ≥ 1, the values of M p0 are restricted to be lower than
the final integration time, to avoid a zero value in the denominator of the equation defining M p (t). 
Incorporating the Hestenes method to a gradient flow approach
140
The Hestenes multiplier scheme considers an Augmented Lagrangian for the NLP problem in 141 equation 9 as follows [26] 142
Following minimization for a given value of M = M (k) , the minimizer x * (M (k) ) is obtained.
143
The Lagrange multipliers are updated by
For this scheme it is known that there is a lower value of M for which if M ≥ M it converges 145 to the true solution of the NLP (x * ) [27] . Considering that the updating of the multipliers can be 146 embedded also as an ODE in a GF scheme, the following formulation results (scheme PM ) 
Proofs of convergence and stability analysis
149
In the following section, it will be proven that if x * is a stationary point of the NLP defined by 150 9, then x * is an equilibrium point of the PP scheme and vice versa (theorems 1 to 4 with β = 0.
158
Proof. According to the assumptions of the theorem, first order necessary conditions hold. Then, Proof. According to the assumptions of the theorem,
since the first order necessary conditions for problems 13 and 9 are satisfied. Now, Proof. Since (x * , M * ) is the equilibrium point of the ODE system 20a and 20b, then the first order 177 necessary conditions of problem 13 are satisfied: 
The second order sufficient optimality condition requires that Hessian matrix of the penalty 181 function defined by 13 to be positive definite:
Replacing the Hessian matrix of problem 13 :
Now, consider a vector d satisfying J(x * )d = 0, multiplying ∇ xx P P P (x * , M * ) at both sides: Proof. According to the assumptions of the theorem, first order necessary conditions hold. Then, 
of equations 38 and 39 are ensured by:
The second order sufficient optimality condition requires that Hessian matrix of the penalty 215 function defined by 23 to be positive definite: 
Then, replacing the Hessian matrix of problem 9:
which was shown to be positive definite in Theorem 1. Thereby, x * is a strict local solution of 9. 
Proof. For a system of ODEs represented by the following equation: 
229
We now show that the matrix
Multiplying by z T i by the left side
(46) which yields,
However, by the assumptions of the theorem z 
and thereby lim 
where L is the Lagrangian function for the NLP problem defined by equation
Proof. We start with equation 25a, defining
From the Theorem 5 under the assumptions of Theorem 8, h(x * ) = 0,λ * λ * and,
The right hand side of equation 51 was proven to be positive definite in Theorem 7. Recalling the 249 definition of PM scheme (equation 25a):
and using the Poincaré-Lyapunov theorem it follows that for equation 25a, lim
Finally, since (x * , λ * ) is a stationary point of 10, it follows from theorems 5 and 6 that:
and thereby lim
Moreover, the following theorem indicates that P P P (x, M ) (equation 13) and
(equation 23) are strictly decreasing along a trajectory of x(t) that converges to x * .
255
Theorem 9. Let [x(t), M (t)] be a solution trajectory of equations 25a and 20b. For a fixed
) is strictly decreasing with respect to 257 t > t 0 .
258
In an analogous way the following theorem is defined.
259
Theorem 10. Let [x(t), M (t),λ(t)] be a solution trajectory of equations 25a to 25c. For a fixed
with respect to t > t 0 .
262
Proof. Here the proof of theorem 9 is presented. Proof of theorem 10 is analogous and is thus 263 omitted. From equation 20a, dx dt = −φ P P (x(t)) and the trajectory of P P P (x(t)) can be calculated
Since φ P P (x(t)) is different than zero when t > t 0 , then it can be concluded that
266 Thereby, P P P (x(t)) is strictly decreasing with respect to t > t 0 . 
Comparison with previously reported GF formulations
268
As stated in the introductory section, the GF approach proposed in this work, unlike previously 
The last equation corresponds to a linear differential equation in h(x) with variable coefficients.
273
Thus, defining ν(
] and using 274 an appropriate integration factor, the trajectory of h(x) can be implicitly expressed as
and the only possibility for h(x(t)) to be zero for t > t 0 is that both C and ω(x(t)) are zero for 278 t > t 0 , implying that also ω(x(t 0 )) needs to be equal to zero. These conditions can be satisfied if RAM memory usage was limited by using short integration steps, storing the solution at the final 308 integration time (x(t f )) and reinitializing the integration using the stored values (x 0 = x(t f )).
309
The ODE systems produced by PP and PM formulations are integrated until the merit function 310 defined by equation 57 reaches a value below a prescribed tolerance equal to 10 −6 , unless otherwise 311 stated. This value was chosen to be similar to the default tolerances used by CONOPT and IPOPT, 312 10 −7 and 10 −6 , respectively.
where µ was calculated as µ 
(58) [23] is shown in Figure 2 , indicating that the satisfaction of the constraints is largely independent 361 of the value of parameters α and τ for this problem (where only linear constraints are present).
362
However, as the value of these parameters increases the system of differential equations becomes 363 stiff, requiring more integration steps (and computational time) to achieve the same norm of the 
Problem 2 369
This problem has been taken from Example 6.8 in Biegler [25] , and it was designed to challenge 
subject to:
The infeasible initial point for this problem is x = [−2, 3, 1] and for the GF formulations an 373 α value of 10 6 , for PM with β = 0, and 10 3 for the rest of the formulations was chosen. Table 2   374 shows the numerical results for this problem where the merit function satisfaction was set to 10 network for the synthesis of P (main product), E (by-product) and G (waste product) is presented.
394
Two feed streams with pure A and B components (streams F A and F B ) are fed to a stirred tank 395 reactor whose operating temperature, T , is subject to optimization. The effluent stream is cooled 396 and sent to a centrifuge to separate G (in stream F G ). The clarified stream is fed to a column 397 separator to recover P where 90% of the product P is recovered in the column's top stream. This 398 stream is separated into purge (F purge ) and a recycled stream (F R ) that is recycled to the reactor.
399
The optimization problem is represented by equations 62 to 74. Variable bounds, initial values,
400
optimal values and the values obtained using formulation PM with β = 0 are shown in Table 3 .
401 Table 2 : Solution summary for Problem 2.
IPOPT CONOPT MINOS SNOPT P P 
subject to: Table 3 , it reports an optimal solution after 12 iterations starting from the 418 solution provided by P M (β = 1) and in 10 iterations when starting from P M (β = 0).
419
Therefore, the GF formulations presented in this paper result useful as an initialization method 420 for this highly infeasible problem. It is important to stress that the commercial solvers only fail in 421 the initial point reported in Table 3 and in other highly infeasible starting points, while they are able to solve the problem to optimality for most initial points. Table 5 .
427 min x −6.3x 4 x 7 + 5.04x 1 + 0.35x 2 + x 3 + 3.36x 5 (75) subject to:
x 4 x 11 − x 1 (1.12 + 0.13167x 8 − 0.0067x Problem 4 can be solved to optimality by every conventional NLP solver, and also by all the 428 GF formulations proposed in this work (see Table 6 ) with demanded values of the merit function 
For all solvers, the initial point was taken as x i = 0.5, i = {1, ..., n v }. Table 7 shows the solution 439 of the problem for 50 to 600 variables using conventional NLP solvers and the GF formulations starting point the commercial solvers also achieve the global solution for this problem.
447
The CPU time required by GF formulations is competitive with the commercial solvers for 50 448 and 100 variables but for a large number of variables, commercial solvers find a local optima for the 449 problem using less CPU time and RAM memory. Considering that the commercial solvers represent 450 the state of the art , rely on extensive preprocessing of the problem to achieve an efficient solution
451
and are coded on a faster platform, this is an expected result.
452
We point the reader's attention to the fact that the GF formulation proposed in this work of variables increase, the GF formulations presented in this work achieve optimal solutions with 458 sharp constraint satisfaction.
459
As shown in Table 7 , the algorithmic implementation of the GF formulation proposed by Wang
460
and coworkers also achieves an optimal solution, however the CPU times required are several hun-461 dred times larger. Objective function Integration time was set to 500 units.
As shown in Figure 4 , once a feasible point is achieved (for example h(x) = 10 −12 in panel C
472
for formulation P M ) the trajectory of the ODE system does not remain feasible, unlike the Gradient Problem 6 corresponds to the determination of the optimal acceleration along time such that 477 the total travel time is minimized for a car, subject to a path constraint (speed should be less than 478 10 units), final point constraint (distance should be equal to 300 units (y 2 = 300)), final velocity
479
should be zero (y 1 = 0) and bounds for acceleration. The optimal control problem is defined by
y 2 (t) = y 1 (t) (88)
Using the Euler backward difference formula, the optimal control problem can be written as a 481 finite dimensional NLP problem:
where n h is the number of integration elements. For P P it was necessary to reduce the α value to 483 10, while the value of this parameter for formulation PP was maintained in 10 3 .
484
Results are presented in Table 8 showing that every conventional NLP solver achieved an optimal a merit function value equal to 7.9 · 10 5 with very slow progress towards constraints satisfaction.
493 Table 8 : Solution summary for Problem 6. The set of ODEs generated by the schemes P M (β = 1) and P M (β = 0) were solved in MATLAB. h(x) 1.6 · 10 −7 9.1 · 10 h(x) 3.4 · 10 −13 3.7 · 10 −6
Merit function In Table 8 
Problem 7 504
Problem 7 corresponds to the maximization of the harvested amount of a biological resource, provided this resource grows as time passes. The growth rate is assumed to be proportional to the amount of the resource present at a given time. The optimal control problem is defined by
subject to: 
The optimal value of the NLP problem represented by equations 108 to 112 is known analytically 510 to be [33] given by Table 9 shows the computational results for this case study. Solvers MINOS and SNOPT report h(x) 8.4 · 10 −7 3.4 · 10
Merit function 1.0 · 10
Merit function 1.0 · 10 objective function value calculated for P M (β = 1) and N = 30 in Table 9 .
535
Summarizing our results, the case studies show that the GF approach presented in this work by increasing the value of the penalty parameter.
569
Numerical experiments using a set of seven specially selected problems, ranging from 3 to 600 570 variables, show that the proposed schemes are robust and converge to feasible points and local 571 minima, irrespective of the choice of the value of parameter α used in the formulations, due to the 572 self-tuning properties of the penalty parameters introduced in this work.
573
Moreover, results suggest that, for the set of problems analyzed, the GF formulations were able 574 to find the optimal solution to problems where conventional NLP solvers fail. Primarily this is due approached from the exterior of the feasible set.
577
As shown by the computational experiments, the GF formulations presented in this work achieve 
